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PILLAR OF LIGHT
The Pillar of Light is created to energetically balance and protect you
and the house from all the big energy shifts that are all around us.
It doesn’t take away the shifts but it will flatten the highs and the lows
to a more bearable frequency so you will not feel out of balance all the
time.
The shape of the Dodecahedron and the extra activation made by the
Code will raise the connection you have with your higher awareness to
a much higher level.
You and the house, where the Pillar of Light is placed, will be protected against negative energies of
all kind.
Stress energy build up by a day’s work or other stressful moments will be balanced out, you will get
back into your own strength quickly after being in the surroundings of the Pillar of Light.
Its power lies in its simplicity, just place the Pillar of Light in your home and put the Dodecahedron
on its base and there is nothing you need to do further .
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THE PILLAR OF LIGHT IS A 3D ENGRAVED CRYSTAL IN THE SHAPE OF A DODECAHEDRON.
THE DODECAHEDRON IS CONNECTED TO THE ELEMENT ETHER (ALSO KNOWN AS PRANA, 0ZONE, OR TACHYON).
THE SECRET KNOWLEDGE OF ETHER IS “AS ABOVE, SO BELOW”.
YOU MUST LIVE OUT YOUR COSMIC BLUEPRINT ON EARTH.
ALL HIGHER DIMENSIONS, INCLUDING YOUR DIVINE STATE OF ONENESS, ARE INTEGRATED
INTO YOUR EARTHLY LIFE.
THIS MEANS, YOU ARE EVERYTHING! YOU ARE THE ANGELS, THE GODS AND THE LIGHT MASTERS
YOU ARE ONE WITH THE SOURCE

The photos below have been taken with a special camera which captures the energetic field, also
known as aura, of a person. The photos also show the state of the 7 major chakras at the moment
the photos were taken.

The photo above is taken without the Pillar of

The photo above is taken with the Pillar of Light

Light. The energy of the chakras are more

in the room. The energy of the chakras are more

diffused.

centered and focused.

The aura field shows a person which is caring,

The aura field shows a person which is strongly

sensitive, helpful and intuitive.

connected with his or hers higher awareness and
the universe, there is more love in the aura
which helps with protecting and loving yourself
on a higher level, the blue on either side of the
person is there to create a clear spiritual
communication.
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Code20160315
The Pillar of Light is activated by a code
called Code20160315 which was channeled
on the 15th of March 2016, hence the name
of the code.

CRYSTALLINE ENERGY
Crystalline Energy is an healing energy of 22 energy sources combined, it is an energy level my wife
and I achieved after 16 years of training and helping people finding their own balance.
As energy is not bound by time, speed and distance it can come from everywhere in this universe
and even from beyond this galaxy.
We, as Energetic Healers, trained ourselves to channel this high frequency energy and combined it to
one strong healing energy. The frequency of the energy has become so high, pure and subtle we
decided to call it Crystalline Energy.
As the energy, we work with, is an intelligent energy it decides upon entering of the body what must
get the highest level of priority of healing. With other words, you, as a patient, enters the center with
a sore knee and want’s this to be healed, it could be well that you will leaving the center still with a
painful knee but during the healing your liver, kidney or other parts of your body could have been
healed which were in a worse state that you might have known. I’m not saying that your knee did not
get the attention it needed to have but the energy find the places in your body with the highest
priority level first and then works itself down.
And don’t forget, that something, what has been out of balance for a long time will not be healed
overnight but sometimes the healing treatment has been such a success that people think they are
healed and done with it but to really balance out and heal the body 2 or 3 treatments is common.
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How does this balancing works?
Everything in the universe is made out of energy and everything that is made out of energy vibrates
on its own frequency. Sometimes something happens to a person like an accident, a violation of the
body or an emotional chock which may be the cause of an energetic trauma which stays behind in
the energetic field of the person, this energetic field is also known as the Aura.
The Aura is connected with all parts of your body and when a certain place in the aura vibrates out of
sync/balance it could results in a physical pain or discomfort. The frequency of a negative energy
vibrates on a lower frequency than a positive energy.
A person in love has got one of the highest body energy frequencies you can have and they often
feel they can move mountains, as the frequency of the energy of a depressed person vibrated on
such a low level that sometimes the frequency goes below the level of self-healing, in other words
the body is not capable of healing itself and this is when a Energetic Therapist can make a difference.
Why must the frequency of the healing energy be so high?
Earth's energy is vibrating on its own frequency, it is called the Schumann resonance. When two
objects are put together and the frequency of the energy, of these two objects, resonates on
different levels the level of the high frequency will go down and the level of the low frequency will go
up so that in the end the two objects will resonate more or less on the same frequency.
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That's why it will take a longer time to heal people with only energy from earth, like the Reiki energy,
as you can‘t really heal people if the frequency of the energy is so close to each other.
To really kick start a healing the difference of the frequency of the healer and the client must be as
big as possible, the higher the frequency of the energy of the healer the easier it will be to raise the
frequency of the energy of the client and bring them into balance again.
Can people heal themselves?
After a person has been attuned to a healing energy, like all energetic therapists have been, they
have the ability to heal themselves to a certain level. To find out more please go to the
page Crystalline attunements.
CRYSTALLINE ATTUNMENTS
The meaning of life is to evolve, to get to know yourself, to know
your strength but also your weaknesses.
The meaning of live is to evolve into a better person, not better
than the people around you but better than you were yesterday,
better than you were the day before that.
Raising your awareness gives you the power to create a happier
and more fulfilling life, it opens a path to new possibilities.
There are multiple blockages in your mind that can act as a
barrier to achieve a higher level of consciousness; like being
judgmental towards yourself and to others , your inability to
forgive, to find it difficult to accept the reality or past
emotional blocks that are suppressed in your subconscious.
All of this exists as a barrier in your head that you have to
break through to set yourself free from all obstructions .
Raising your frequency to the level of the Crystalline Energy will break down the walls, it will cleanse
your soul and your mind, your whole body will function at a higher frequency.
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WHY DO THE ATTUNEMENT
First and foremost you do the attunement for yourself, you can see it as a gift to yourself, the most
precious gift you can give yourself ever.
This gift:
– will bring you back into balance.
– will protect you against negative energies in and around you.
– it connects you to a strong healing energy.
– you will be connected to a new Friend who will be there for the rest of your life and will help
you during the rest of your life.
– this new Friend will help you on your path of personal growth.
– this new Friend will help you to send energy of healing to others and yourself.
– this new Friend will help you to create new possibilities and to achieve new set goal.
– will help you in ways I even don’t know but it will reveals itself when you are ready.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THE ATTUNEMENT
You first need to understand that everything is made out of energy, you are made out of energy, a
thoughts are made out of energy and things that happens during your life are also made out of
energy.
Every person has got an energetic field around him
which is called an aura, see picture 1. Some people can
feel and or see the aura but it is energy field that is all
around you and the energy in this aura field vibrates on
a certain frequency and as the aura field is connected to
your body it vibrates on the same level/frequency as
your body.

Sometimes something negative happens in a person’s
life which leaves behind a trauma.
As I already wrote that everything is made out of
energy, the energy of this trauma can settle itself inside
your energetic field (aura) and can be there without you
knowing it, see picture 2

The energy of something negative always vibrates on a very low level and if the energy of a trauma
settles itself in your aura field it can bring the high level frequency of your body energy down.
If this negative low vibrating energy in in your aura field long enough and can influence your life in a
lot of ways….. it can affect the way you feel, if you are happy or sad, if you feel powerful or weak the
low vibrating energy in your aura field can also make you sick as the aura field is connected to your
whole body.
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Being connected to the Crystalline Energy makes your whole body vibrating on such a high level that
it is almost impossible for negative energy to enter your body, your high vibrating energy is simply
pushing away the negative energies.... like picture 3

All low vibrating energy fields which you have in your energetic field (Aura) will start vibrating on a
higher level, the high vibration of the Crystalline Energy will cleans your body of all negative and low
vibrating blockages/energies and it may cause that you could experience some unpleasantness when
these energies are leaving your body.
The body needs to get used to the high vibration and it depends on the level of negative energy in a
person’s body what the reaction will be that might occur.
Some people experience moments of headache or other body discomforts like diarrhea but this will
last only a short time till the whole body is balanced out.
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WHAT CAN YOU DO AFTER THE ATTUNEMENT
You already know if you’ve read What will happen during the attunement that all negative energy
will be pushed out of your body but being connected to the energy is doing more for you, being
connected to the energy;
•

connects you to a new friend for life.

•

cleanses the surrounding you are in.

•

protects you from negative frequencies coming from all around you.

•

gives you the ability to heal yourself and others in not more than 10, 20 or
30 seconds.

•

gives you the ability to cleans yourself from karma from this life and
previous lives.

A NEW FRIEND FOR LIFE.
The moment you are attuned to the Crystalline Energy you
are connected to a new friend who will help you on your
spiritual path.
This new friend will help you to send healing energy to
yourself and this new gained friend will help you to send
energy to others.
This new friend will help you to set new goals in live and this
new friend will help you to achieve these new goals.
How this new friend will help you will be explained in Healing 1…2…3.. page 14
When you are in times of great need for help if things are not going as they should trust upon the
fact that you have now a “friend” who is there for you and is willing to help you in anyway it can, the
only thing you need to do is ask.
How: Just talk to your friend in your mind, tell it what is bothering you and what kind of help you
want or in what way you want to be helped.
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Note: It is not magic so don’t expect that things changes instantly but as I explained already that all is
made out of energies and with means of energy you can push things more in the right way, you can
influence the go of the flow a little more to your favorite.
Still we are here to learn and sometimes that what we encounter as something bad could be a learning
curve we need to learn to grow into that better person…

CLEANSING THE SURROUNDING YOU ARE IN
The frequency of the Crystalline Energy is so high that it pushes all negative energies which
surrounds you away.
When you are with people with a negative low vibrating energy, you are protected by the high
vibrating Crystalline Energy, you can think of it like a wall, see picture on the right.
When you are in a room, the high level of your vibrating energy pushes the negative energy out of
the room as well.
Because of the high vibrating frequency of the Crystalline energy the negative entities or spirits with
low vibrating energies will be pushed outside the room, even outside the house you live in.
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BEING ATTUNED TO THE CRYSTLLINE ENERGY GIVES YOU THE ABILITY OF HEALING
The moment you are connected to the Crystalline Energy you have the ability to heal.
Healing is being done by sending energy to yourself or a person or even a project with a
certain intention. Sending energy needs to be done in a certain way, how you can read on
page healing 1...2...3... page 14
It is very easily done and it only takes a couple of seconds.
GET RID OF KARMA YOU HAVE BUILD UP IN THIS LIFE AND THE OTHER LIVES
The decisions you make define you as a person, some decisions are made with the best intend some
others are made in the heat of the moment and sometimes decisions were pushed upon you by
others....
These decisions could have been made in this life and in previous lives. Some of the decisions you
have made or the way you have acted in this life or previous lives could be hunting you at this time
and even influence your life in present day and for this there is no need anymore.
With the willingness of wanting to be attuned to the Crystalline energy you showed the galaxy that
you want to make something of yourself, that you want to learn and grow to become a better person
who want to learn from its mistakes and is willing to help others as well.
To give the person who is attuned to the Crystalline Energy the power and the tools to do all these
things it can’t have karma blocking the path for the newly attuned person to grow into the person
the Galaxy want's him or her to grow into.... so with the help of your newly gained friend you can
cleans yourself from Karma once and for all.
How: please go to the page cleans yourself from karma on page 23
Meaning: Intention
Intention is higher-consciousness thought. In other words, it’s using the mind for a higher purpose—
higher, meaning that you are not limiting yourself to certain outcomes or procedures. When you
hold an intent, you call forth the actual consciousness (awareness) of the universe and therefore
have at your disposal all the intelligence contained within it
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HEALING123
After being attuned to the Crystalline Energy you have the ability to send healing energy to yourself
and to other straight away.
After being connected to the Crystalline Energy you have a helper who will be with you for the rest of
your life.
There are three ways of sending healing.
1 send healing to your self

page 14

2 send healing to another person

page 17

3 send healing to a group of persons page
20
1 SENDING HEALING TO YOURSELF
There are some steps you need to follow, they are simple
steps and easy to remember.
Step 1 : connect to the energy
How: just say in your mind the following:
"I want to connect to the Crystalline Energy"
Step 2 : while saying "I want to connect to the energy" go with
your mind to your third eye, see picture 4
How: just think of the place in the middle of your eyebrows
(where the blue dot is positioned in picture)
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Step 3 : think of what the energy needs to
do with you, speak out the intention what
the energy needs to do
How: just say in your mind "I would like the
energy to enter my body with the intention
to send healing energy to my spine" ....this
you do because you have a back pain all the
time....
You can send energy into your body with
every intention you think of...... Send energy
into your body with the intention that you
don't want to feel lonely, insecure,
doubtful.....
If you feel that there is a need for an
emotional boost, a part in your body needs
to be healed or don't matter what, just send
energy into your body and be clear of the
intention what the energy needs to do.

Step 4 : When speak out the intention what the energy needs to do inside your body, think that the
energy will flow from your 3rd eye via your crown chakra into your body like picture 5.
How : just think that the energy will flow from your 3rd eye with a curve into your crown chakra
through your head into your body.... Just thinking that it must happen will make it happen.... just
believe in it.
Step 5 : You can think of the energy which is flowing in your body that, for example, the energy flows
through your spine to the place where you have the most pain.....
You can think of the energy, when you want an emotional boost, that the energy is flowing to your
heart chakra
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You can think of the energy flowing through your whole body when you feel tired and can use some
extra energy...
You can think of the energy going to your brain if you really needs to focus and after the brain you
can send it to your heart for inner peace and send it to the rest of your body to bring the rest of your
body in balance.
How : just think of it like water which is going through your body your thought is the guide of the
energy in your body.
Be clear with what you want because if you don't tell clearly what the energy needs to do the energy
does not know what it must do.......
Step 6 : After having send the energy through your body for 10 max 20 seconds you end the session
with thanking the energy and thanking your new friend (by name or just say thank you my friend)
Be grateful of what the energy did for you....
It could be that you felt something during the 30 sec of giving yourself a healing session (yes 30
seconds in total from beginning till the end)
It could be as well that you didn't feel anything during the session but you can be reassured that
something did happen because the moment you have been attuned to the Crystalline Energy the
energy and your new friend want to help and work with you.
In short.
1 Make contact with the energy
2 Let the energy flow from your 3rd eye via the crown chakra into your body with the
intention what the energy needs to do in your body..
3 Guide the energy through your body for not more than 20 seconds
4 Finish the session with thanking the energy and your friend (by name) that the energy
helped you heal
5 You only need to do it once a day, more does not have any effect.
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2 SEND HEALING TO ANOTHER PERSON
There are some steps you need to follow, they are simple steps and easy to remember.
Step 1 : connect to the energy
How: just say in your mind the following:

"I want to connect to the Crystalline Energy"

Step 2 : while saying "I want to connect to the energy" go with your mind to your third eye.
How: just think of the place in the middle of your eyebrows (where the blue dot is positioned in
picture)
Step 3 : Think of the 3rd eye of the other person
How: just think of the place in the middle of their eyebrows (where the blue dot is positioned in
picture)
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Step 4 : think of what the energy needs to do with the person you want to send energy to, speak out
the intention what the energy needs to do....
How: just say in your mind "I would like the energy, which is going to be send to, ... (say the name of
that person) ... To give them healing in there knee ( if they have a painful nee for example)..
You can send healing energy with the intention to give them inner peace...
You can send healing energy with the intention to give them strength when they need to go to the
dentist ...
You can send healing energy with the intention to give them more emotional strength.... in order for
the other person to cope with emotion problems.
You can even ask your new friend if he or she can help the other person out.
Step 5 : send the energy with the intention to the other person the the 3rd eye.
How: Just think you send a parcel from your 3rd chakra to their 3rd chakra just thinking that you
want to do it makes it happen....
Be clear with what you want because if you don't tell clearly what the energy needs to do the energy
does not know what it must do.......
Step 6 : After having send the energy for 10 max 20 seconds you end the session with thanking the
energy and thanking your new friend (by name or just say thank you my friend)
Be grateful of what the energy did for you....
It could be that you have felt something during the 30 sec of giving the other person a healing
session (yes 30 seconds in total from beginning till the end).
It could be as well that you didn't feel anything during the session but you can be re-assured that
something did happen because the moment you have been attuned to the Crystalline Energy the
energy and your new friend want to help and work with you.
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In short.
1 Make contact with the energy
2 Let the energy flow from your 3rd eye to the 3rd eye of the other person with the intention
what the energy needs to do in the body of the other person..
3 Feel if you need to wait for 10 or 20 seconds...
4 Finish the session with thanking the energy and your new friend (by name), that the energy
helped you to heal the other person.
5 You only need to do it once a day, more does not have any effect.
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3 SEND HEALING TO A GROUP OF PERSONS
There are some steps you need to follow, they are simple steps and easy to remember.
Step 1 : connect to the energy
How: just say in your mind the following:

"I want to connect to the Crystalline Energy"

Step 2 : while saying "I want to connect to the energy" go with your mind to your third eye.
How: just think of the place in the middle of your eyebrows (where the blue dot is positioned in
picture)
Step 3 : Just say in your mind..... I want to send healing energy to all the people on this list.
How: just imagine a group of people in your mind where you want to send energy to..... it does not
matter what kind of group it is as the energy knows that it needs to be send to the people on the
list...
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Step 4 : think of what the energy needs to do with these people you want to send energy to, speak
out the intention what the energy needs to do to them....
How: just say in your mind "I would like the energy, which is going to be send to the group of people
mentioned by name on this list give them that they receive the energy they need to heal there body.
You can send healing energy with the intention to give them inner peace...
You can send healing energy to them with the intention to give them more emotional strength.... in
order for the other person to cope with emotion problems.
Step 5 : send the energy with the intention to the people mentioned on the list
How: Just think you send a parcel from your 3rd chakra a group of people at once.... just thinking that
you want to do it makes it happen....
Be clear with what you want because if you don't tell clearly what the energy needs to do the energy
does not know what it must do.......
Step 6 : After having send the energy for 30 seconds you end the session with thanking the energy
and thanking your new friend (by name or just say thank you my friend)
Be grateful of what the energy did for you....
It could be that you felt something during the 30 sec of giving the groep of people a healing session
(yes 40 seconds in total from beginning till the end)
It could be as well that you didn't feel anything during the session but you can be re-assured that
something did happen because the moment you have been attuned to the Crystalline Energy the
energy and your new friend want to help and work with you.
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In short.
1 make contact with the energy
2 let the energy flow from your 3rd eye to list of names on the document with the intention
what the energy needs to do in the body of the people in the group..
3 you wait for 30 seconds...
4 finish the session with thanking the energy and your new friend (by name), that the energy
helped you to heal the group of people mentioned with their names on the list.
5 You only need to do it once a day, more does not have any effect.
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CLEANS YOURSELF FROM KARMA (OF ALL KIND)
There are some steps you need to follow, they are simple
steps and easy to remember.
Step 1 : connect to the energy
How: just say in your mind the following:

"I want to connect

to the Crystalline Energy"
Step 2 : while saying "I want to connect to the energy" go with
your mind to your third eye, see picture 4
How: just think of the place in the middle of your eyebrows
(where the blue dot is positioned in picture)
Step 3 : think that the energy, that will enter your body via
the crown chakra, will cleans your whole body of all karma
you have built up and created for yourself in this life and all
previous life and ask your new friend to help you with this.
How: just say in your mind what is mentioned here
above and think of the energy entering your body that it will
wipe everything clean.
Step 4 : When speak out the intention what the energy needs
to do inside your body, think that the energy will flow from
your 3rd eye via your crown chakra into your body like
picture 5.
How : just think that the energy will flow from your 3rd eye
with a curve into your crown chakra through your head into your body.... Just thinking that it must
happen will make it happen.... just believe in it.
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Step 5 : After having send the energy through your body for 30 seconds you end the session with
thanking the energy and thanking your new friend (by name or just say thank you my friend)
Be grateful of what the energy did for you....
It could be that you felt something during the 30 sec of giving yourself a healing session or it could
be as well that you didn't feel anything during the session but you can be reassured that something
did happen because the moment you have been attuned to the Crystalline Energy the energy and
your new friend want to help and work with you and give you the ability to grow and help others.
In short.
1 Make contact with the energy
2 Let the energy flow from your 3rd eye via the crown chakra into your body with the
intention that the energy needs to clean your whole person from all karma you have built up
and created for yourself in this life and all life you have lead.
3 Guide the energy through your body for not more than 30 seconds
4 Finish the session with thanking the energy and your friend (by name) that the energy
helped you to cleans you from all karma.
5 You only need to do it once a day, more does not have any effect.

HOW CAN THE ATTUNEMENT BE DONE AND WHAT ARE THE COST

The Attunement can be done by Skype (search for Hans Strik)
The Attunement can be done by Messenger (search for Hans Strik)
First an email must be send to info@andelum.news to make an appointment.

For Honk Kong the cost of the attunement is 666 Hong Kong Dollar
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CONTACT

Andelum
European Headquarters

2134JT Hoofddorp
The Netherlands

Phone: 0031(0))683278363
Email: info@andelum.news
Web: www.andelum.news

IBAN code is

:NL35INGB0702423823

BIC/SWIFT code is

:INGBNL2A

Artworks in this document are taken from
the site Parablevisions.com
Made by the artist Cameron Gray
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